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Democratizing data science to bridge the talent gap

Without data science, companies can’t get full value from data, and there aren’t
enough data scientists to go around. But automation and training are giving
companies access to data science without having to wage a war for talent.
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Signals

Data science and analytics jobs typically take 45
days to fill, five days longer than the US market

• More than 40 percent of data science tasks are
expected to be automated by 2020.1
• Early adopters of data science automation tools
across industries are reporting significant time2
and cost savings3 as well as revenue gains.4
• Major technology vendors have introduced
multiple tools to significantly simplify the application of data science techniques.5
• The market for low-code development platforms,
which make application development and basic
data science functions available to noncoders, is
currently worth about US$4 billion globally.6
• Numerous training courses and “boot camps”
have been launched to help professionals with
basic mathematics and coding backgrounds
acquire data science skills in days or months.7

average, according to one study.11 The skills gap and
longer hiring times can cause project delays and
higher costs, hindering enterprises’ data analytics
efforts. But a number of recent trends may change
how companies acquire and apply data science capabilities, presenting savvy companies with some
options for alleviating the talent bottleneck.

Automation and education
are bringing data science
to the masses
Most vendors in the data science and analytics
market have made tool simplification a top goal;
they are aiming to broaden and accelerate the adop-
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have

acquired startups to offer or strengthen their low-

CHANGING ROLES OF DATA
ANALYTICS AND BUSINESS TEAMS

code and no-code platforms. One analyst firm has
estimated that the market for these platforms is
growing at 50 percent annually.17
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Success depends on more than technology talent—it
requires the right mix of skills and expertise.

companies need to prepare to address these challenges before moving forward with data science

29

Eventually, the democratization of data science

democratization.

will enable greater collaboration between business

DEMOCRATIZING DATA SCIENCE
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

and data science experts in building data-centered
solutions. Some companies have started effectively
expanding their data science efforts by providing

Companies seeking to develop data science

data science automation tools to a mix of profes-

capabilities are facing a tight market for talent. To

sionals including data scientists, data engineers,

avoid being blocked by a labor shortage, they should
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their own staff in data science by selecting a highquality, accelerated training option from among the
many currently available.

Challenges on the way to data
science democratization
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than overburdening the data scientists with all the
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nological advancements in this area have happened
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recently, enterprises may encounter resistance to
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ready to trust them, preferring to continue relying

can be valuable additions to the teams working on

on intuition and traditional decision-making pro-

data science projects.31 This helps to foster a culture

cesses. Technical experts, by contrast, may resist

of collaboration between data science experts and

changing their workstyle and automating tasks they

business users, enabling data scientists to focus

think of as requiring expert craftsmanship.

more on advanced and complex processes while

On the other hand, embracing the democrati-

reducing time to access actionable insights for busi-

zation of data science may present a different set

ness users.

of challenges. Without proper onboarding and

Those enterprises that seek to build armies of

training, users provided access to data science au-

data scientists may continue to struggle to hire the

tomation and self-service tools may fail to derive

desired talent, end up overspending on salaries, and

relevant insights or misinterpret or misapply the

get stuck with excess human capital in coming years.

results in decision-making. Wide adoption of these

Those that leverage new automation, self-service,

tools will necessitate instituting governance pro-

and training solutions may be able to mitigate the

cedures that run the risk of becoming bottlenecks.

data scientist shortage without going on a hiring

Inadequate data controls and governance practices

binge.

in enterprises may lead to creation of information
silos, bad analysis, and lack of accountability. Thus,
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